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Why do we go to trial?
● Bad Facts
● Bad Clients
● Bad Lawyers

● Good Facts
● Good Clients
● Good Lawyers

ProcrastinationProcrastination



  

Who is the Audience?
● Judge (Bench Trial)

– Less time
– Less Patience
– “Knows” the real deal
– Might ask questions

● Jury
– Random
– Likes some drama
– Can be confused
– Expectations 



  

Know your own case.
What do you have to prove?

● NC Pattern Jury Instructions
– Court House
– Law Library
– Online:  NC Bar Association 

● Casemaker



  

Know the Opposition's Case 
(and tell your lawyer) 

● What does the opponent have to prove?
● How will they prove it?
● How does your client fit into this mix?



  

Start Early and Often
● The preparation process starts on day one
● Depositions
● Mediation
● Trial

What is missing?

EVIDENCEEVIDENCE



  

The Basics of Preparation

● Get them ready to testify
● Get them there on time

● Relieve their fear and anxiety
● Anticipate their needs

● Inform them of strategy



  

Get them there



  

Keep them Out of Trouble



  

Get Them Prepared



  

Help them survive.



  

Types of Clients

●The Liar

The Yapper

●The Clam 

●The Delusional 



  



  

The Yapper

● Less Talk is Better
● LISTEN to THEM
● Let them bore themselves
● Remind them of their story
● Distinguish from other clients who talk too much
● Why do they love to talk?



  

● Less is Not More
● The jury must empathize
● Distinguish from nervousness
● Distinguish from shyness
● Ask for specifics not generalities
● SHOW them how to testify

●The Clam 



  

● Distinguish from the Liar
● Don't “change them”, just let them know how it 

is with a jury
● Remember the conspiracy theory
● Fake it until you make it
● “Under Stress We Regress”
● Why have you been hired “win v. day in court”

●The Delusional 



  

The Liar
● Think long and hard about the liar
● Don't call it lying
● Consult with Lawyer/Co-workers
● Confrontation

– Listen
– Repeat
– “I feel” statements v. “you are”
– Redirection of comments
– Use of “words” v.new testimony



  

Special Clients

● Minors
● Disabled

● Hostile Clients
● The “sponsored” client



  

Minors/Children
● Can the child distinguish between right and 

wrong?
● Is contributory negligence in play?
● Does the child need to testify in some protected 

manner?
– In camera
– Court room cleared
– Parents removed



  

Considerations for Minors
●Get input from Parents/GAL's on child's 
personality and psychological condition
●If child is under psychologist's care, 
consult with psychologist 
●Don't go overboard on preparation 
●Don't make opposing counsel look like a 
monster, unless they are one
●Consider the timing of the trial prep in 
relation to the trial



  

Minors part two
●Tell the court reporter ahead of time and allow 
the child a minute or two to "play" with the mask 
(court reporters with masks look kinda spooky if 
you have never seen one before) 
● If the child needs a comfort item, bring it 
●Don't underestimate kid's understanding of the 
situation.

● Parents, Siblings, Opposing Party



  

Final minor considerations
●BOTTOM LINE: The way you prepare the child 
for the trial can be as traumatizing as the trial 
itself. Don't allow the “lawyer instincts” to make it 
worse than it needs to be.



  

Help at Trial
● Driving
● Parking
● Boxes
● Lunch
● Phone calls
● Pick-up
● Computer help



  

BONUS TIME

What do we all have in common?What do we all have in common?

Cheap BossesCheap Bosses



  

No Power Point?
NO!  www.openoffice.org

FREE



  

Open Office Demo



  

Print Outs to Be Available in Lobby
● On line forms
● www.NicholsTrialLaw.com
● www.NCTrialLawBlog.com
● Questions?  Call me!
● Questions?  Email me.
● Lien Book
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1) Get input from Parents/GAL's on child's personality 
2) If child is under psychologist care, consult with psychologist 

3) Don't go overboard on prep 
4) Don't make defense counsel look like a monster, unless they are 

5) Consider the timing of the depo prep in relation to the depo 
6) Consider the location of the depo (a "safe" place v. lawyer's office) 

7) Always video tape (and tell the child about that) 
8) Tell the court reporter ahead of time and request one that is comfortable with kids and make sure that if you get a verbatim reporter 

the child has a minute or two to "play" with the mask (court reporters with masks look kinda spooky if you have never seen one 
before) 

9) If the child needs a comfort item, bring it 
10) Don't underestimate kid's understanding of the situation. If parents were also involved in wreck, or if parents were hurt, think about 
whether parents should be in the depo room. If parents put too much responsibility on the child, speak to the child without the parents 

being there, and let the child know that it is OK to ask the parents to stay outside the depo room if that will make the child nervous 
nervous.(Or if the child thinks it will make the parents nervous) 

11) Establish yourself as safe and caring, early on, so that the child knows they can depend on you for protection. 
12) Find out exactly who will attend the depo, and figure out if the defendant will be there and how that will make the child feel. 

BOTTOM LINE: The way you prepare the child for the deposition can be as traumatizing as the deposition itself. Don't allow 
your lawyer instincts to make it worse than it needs to be.


